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Program:

FISHERIES

Course:

RAISING FRESH WATER FISH

Module code:

AF012ii

Modules title:

Constructing a fish pond

Module 1:
Introduction to fresh
water fish farming
Module 2:
Constructing a fish
pond
Module 3:
Preparing pond for
stocking with fish
Module 4:
Care of fish and pond

Module 5:
Harvesting your
fish
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Competency Profile: Raising fresh water fish

Duties

Task

A. Introduction
to fresh water
fish farming

A1. Reasons
for raising fish

A2. Identify
type of fish
to raise

A3. Identify type
of fish farming
system to use

A4. Factors to
consider before
starting a fish project

B. Construct a
fish pond

B1. Select
site

B2. Test the
soil

B3. Construct the
pond

B4. Construct
the inlet

B5. Construct
the outlet

B6. Construct
the pond

B7. Make the
screen

C. Preparing
pond for
stocking with
fish

C1. Fill pond
with water

C2. Fertilize
water in the
pond

C3. Determine
fertility of the
pond

D. Care of fish
and pond

D1. Put fish
to pond

D2. Feed
fish

E. Harvesting
your fish

E1. Ways of
harvesting
fish

D3. Care of fish
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D4. Care of
pond
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CURRICULUM GUIDE
Program:
Course:
Module code:
Modules:

FISHERIES
RAISING FRESH WATER FISH
AF012ii

Duration:

13 hours 20 minutes

Content:

B1:
-

Constructing a fish pond
Select site
Water supply
Topography
Soil

B2: Test the soil
Squeezing
Fill hole with water
B3:
-

Construct the pond
Clear the site
Measure the pond size
Dig the pond

B4:
-

Construct the inlet
Purpose of inlet
Locate inlet
Material for inlet
Install the inlet

B5:
-

Construct the outlet
Purpose of the outlet
Locate the outlet
Material for outlet
Install the outlet

B6:
-

Construct the overflow
Purpose of the overflow
Locate the overflow
Material for overflow
Install the overflow

B7: Make the screen
Purpose of the screen
Make the screen
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Pre-requisite:

There are no pre-requisites to this module.

Method:

This module should be delivered using the following
Methodologies:
•
Lecture
•
Demonstration
•
Practical activity
•
Discussion

Instructor:

The
•
•
•

Assessment method:

The participant will be assessed using the following
assessment approaches:
•
Written/Oral tests
•
Demonstration of practical tasks through activities
•
Direct Observation

ideal instructor to deliver this course
should have a Certificate in Fisheries Operations
Must have gone through Training Methodologies
Or must be an experienced fresh water fish farmer
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Assessment condition:

-

All materials and equipments will be provided
Assessment will be conducted in farm environment

REFERENCES:

1)

FAO Better farming series 27Fresh water Fish Farming, 1982

2)

Highlands Aquaculture Development
A Guide to Carp Fish Farming, 1995
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APPENDIX 1: Training and Assessment guide
Task B1: Select site
Suggested minimum instructional time: 40 minutes

Learning outcomes
1.1 Select a suitable site
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Identify the important factors in selecting site
for a fish pond.
• Discuss the importance of water.
• Discuss the importance of proper soil.
• Discuss the importance of topography.
Assessment condition:
Trainee must be given access to:
i) information and handouts
Assessment criteria:
1.1.1 Important factors for choosing a good site
will be identified.
1.1.2 The importance of each factor will be
explained.
Assessment method:
To demonstrate achievement of the above criteria
the trainee will be given:
• oral questions
• or written questions

APPENDIX 2: Training and Assessment guide
Task B2: Test the soil
Suggested minimum instructional time: 40 minutes

Learning outcomes
2.1 Demonstrate proper way of testing soil.
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Demonstrate each method of testing the soil
for water retention ability.
• Explain the result of each test.
Assessment condition:
Trainee must be given access to:
i) information and handouts
ii) clay soil
iii) spade
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Assessment criteria:
2.1.1 Each method of soil testing will be
explained and demonstrated.
Assessment method:
To demonstrate achievement of the above criteria
the trainee will be given:
• Oral questions
• or written questions
• practical activity

APPENDIX 3: Training and Assessment guide
Task B3: Construct the pond
Suggested minimum instructional time: 8 hours

Learning outcomes
3.1 Demonstrate clearing of site for pond
area.
3.2 Measure desired size of the pond.
3.3 Demonstrate correct procedures in
digging the pond.
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Explain clearing of proposed site for the
pond.
• Demonstrate measuring of desired pond
size.
• Explain that if pond is measured correctly,
the diagonal lines of the rectangular pond
will be the same.
• Demonstrate proper procedures in
digging the pond.
Assessment condition:
Trainee must be given access to:
i) Information and handouts
ii) tape measure
iii) spade
iv) rope
Assessment criteria:
3.1.1 Site is cleared of all vegetation and
other obstacles.
3.2.1 Desired pond size is measured
accurately.
3.3.1 The pond is dug according to correct
procedures.
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Assessment method:
To demonstrate achievement of the above criteria
the trainee will be given:
• practical activity
•

oral questions

APPENDIX 4: Training and Assessment guide
Task B4: Construct the inlet
Suggested minimum instructional time: 1 hour

Learning outcomes
4.1 State the purpose of the inlet
4.2 Identify the correct location of the inlet
4.3 Identify materials used for constructing the
inlet
4.4 Install the inlet
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Discuss the purpose of the inlet.
• Identify the correct location of the inlet on the
pond and state the importance of having it
close to the water source.
• Discuss and identify materials which can be
used as inlet pipes.
• Explain and demonstrate proper installation of
the inlet pipe.
Assessment condition:
Trainee must be given access to:
i) information and handouts
ii) materials
iii) tools
Assessment criteria:
4.1.1 The purpose of the inlet is explained
4.2.1 The proper location of the inlet in the
pond is identified
4.3.1 Materials for constructing an inlet are
identified
4.4.1 Inlet is installed according to procedures
set in this module

APPENDIX 5: Training and Assessment guide
Task B5: Construct the outlet
Suggested minimum instructional time: 1 hour

Learning outcomes
5.1 State the purpose of the outlet
5.2 Identify the correct location of the
outlet in the pond
5.3 Identify materials used for constructing
the outlet
5.4 Install the outlet
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Discuss the purpose of the outlet.
• Identify the correct location of the outlet
on the pond and state the importance of
having it at the bigger side of the pond.
• Discuss and identify materials which can
be used for as outlet pipes.
• Explain and demonstrate proper
installation of outlet pipe.
Assessment condition:
Trainee must be given access to:
i) information and handouts
ii) materials
iii) tools
Assessment criteria:
5.1.1 The purpose of the outlet is explained
5.2.1 The proper location of the outlet in the
pond is identified
5.3.1 Materials for constructing an outlet are
identified
5.4.1 Outlet is installed according to procedures
set in this module
Assessment method:
To demonstrate achievement of the above criteria
the trainee will be given:
• oral questions or written questions
• Practical activity

Assessment method:
To demonstrate achievement of the above criteria
the trainee will be given:
• oral questions or written questions
• Practical activity
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APPENDIX 6: Training and Assessment guide
Task B6: Construct the overflow
Suggested minimum instructional time: 1 hour

Learning outcomes
6.1 State the purpose of the overflow
6.2 Identify the correct location of the
overflow in the pond
6.3 Identify materials used for constructing
the overflow
6.4 Install the overflow
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Discuss the purpose of the overflow
• Identify the correct location of the
overflow on the pond and state the
importance of having it at the bigger side
of the pond.
• Discuss and identify materials which can
be used as overflow pipes.
• Explain and demonstrate proper
installation of overflow pipe.
Assessment condition:
Trainee must be given access to:
i) information and handouts
ii) materials
iii) tools
Assessment criteria:
6.1.1 The purpose of the overflow is
explained
6.2.1 The proper location of the overflow in
the pond is identified
6.3.1 Materials for constructing an overflow
are identified
6.4.1 Overflow is installed according to
procedures set in this module.

APPENDIX 7: Training and Assessment guide
Task B7: Make the screen
Suggested minimum instructional time: 1 hour

Learning outcomes
7.1 State the purpose of the screen
7.2 Identify materials used for constructing
the screen
7.3 Install the screen
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Discuss the purpose of the screen
• Discuss and identify materials which can
be used as screens
• Explain and demonstrate proper
installation of screen
Assessment condition:
Trainee must be given access to:
i) information and handouts
ii) materials
iii) tools
Assessment criteria:
7.1.1 The purpose of the screen is explained
7.2.1 Materials for constructing a screen are
identified
7.3.1 Screens are installed according to
procedures set in this module
Assessment method:
To demonstrate achievement of the above criteria
the trainee will be given:
• oral questions or written questions
• Practical activity

Assessment method:
To demonstrate achievement of the above criteria
the trainee will be given:
• oral questions or written questions
• Practical activity
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APPENDIX 8: Instructional notes
B1. Select site

Your water must come from a place that is higher
than the pond so that the water will flow into the
pond by itself.

Once you have considered the socio economic
factors of raising fish, you need to choose a good
site to dig your pond or ponds. Before your dig
the pond, make sure that the piece of land could
not be better used for something else.
A good pond site has three important factors:
1. Water supply - the site should be located near
a good quality and abundant water supply all
year round.
2. Topography - the land should be gently
sloping.
3. Soil - the soil must be able to hold water.

Water supply
Your pond must be near a good supply of water
such as a spring, stream, lake or reservoir with
plenty of water all year round.

The water should not have a bad smell, taste or
colour. It should not be too muddy.
The water should not have wild fish in it. You do
not want wild fish in your pond because they
may eat your fish or keep them from growing.
Water from a natural spring close to the pond site
is usually good and there will not be wild fish in
it.
Water from a stream or from a lake or reservoir is
usually good but it may have wild fish in it. You
will have to be careful that the wild fish do not
swim into your pond.

Topography
It is best to put a pond in a place with a slope or
on a hillside because you will not have to dig as
much soil to build it. A pond built on a slope is
also easier to drain.
You must be sure that you have enough water to
fill your pond when it is time to fill it and to add
more water when you need it.
Do not depend on rain-water to fill your pond.
When it does not rain, there may not be enough
water to keep your pond full and the fish may die.

Do not build your pond in a place that is so low
that it is flooded during the rainy season.
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Soil

Throw the ball of soil into the air and catch it.

The soil where you build your pond should not
be too sandy. Soil with too much sand or gravel
in it will not hold water.
In sandy soil the water will sink into the ground
and there will not be enough water for your fish.

sandy soil

If the banks of your pond are built of sandy soil,
they will not be strong enough to keep the water
from flowing away.
The soil where you build your pond should have
enough clay in it. Clay soil holds water very well.
In clay soil, very little water will sink into the
ground, and banks of clay will be strong enough
to hold the water in the pond.

clay soil

Bad soil with too much sand or gravel in it will
not stick together and the ball will fall apart.
If the ball sticks together well, the soil may be
good but you cannot be sure. Now you should
make a second test to be sure that the soil is
good.
Dig a hole as deep as your waist.

B2. Test the soil
You should test the soil to see if it is good for
building a pond.
The first test is easy. Take a handful of soil from
the surface and squeeze it into a ball.

10
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Early in the morning fill it with water. Fill it to the
top.

B3. Construct the pond
After having chosen a good site for your ponds,
you need to construct your pond.

Decide the shape and size of your pond
It is good to start with a pond big enough to feed
your family.
For example, if you build a pond 20 by 25 metres,
the pond will measure about 500 square metres.

By evening some of the water will have sunk into
the soil.
20m x 25m = 500m2
A square or rectangular pond is easier to build.

31m

26m

Then fill the hole with water again. Fill it to the
top. Cover the hole with boards or leafy branches.

But your pond can have a different shape to fit
the size and shape of your land.
Most often it is a good idea to construct a
rectangular pond with an area greater than 400
square metres. Such pond will produce enough
fish for food and sales.

The next morning if most of the water is still in
the hole, the soil will hold enough water to build
a fish pond there.
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Steps in constructing a pond
The instructions is based on a rectangular pond .
Other size ponds can be built from the same
procedure.

Step One: Clear the site
Clear an area of approximately 31 X 26 metres of
the selected site. Cut the grass and remove all
tress, stones and any obstacles inside the area
Take away about 20 centimetres of topsoil from
all over the square. Put the topsoil aside. Later
you will put it back on the top and outer sides of
the banks.

The bottom of the bank in the shallow part of
your pond and along the sides should be about 1
metre from the upper end and sides of the small
rectangle.
The bottom of the bank in the deepest part of
your pond should be about 2 metres from the
lower end of the small rectangle.
Now mark out a third smaller area in the centre
of your pond, about 18 by 22 metres. We will call
this the central area. Mark the corners with pegs
and run a string between the pegs to show where
the bottom of the banks will be.

1m
1m

1m
2m
18m

22m

Check the two diagonal lengths of the rectangle
and compare them. If you mark the rectangles
with exact right angles (90 degrees) at all corners
then both should have the same length.
If they are different, it means you did not mark
the rectangle at right angles. Move and adjust the
location of the pegs without changing the length
and width for the rectangle until the two diagonal
lengths are the same.
Then mark out a small rectangle inside the big
rectangle about 20 by 25 metres. Mark the
corners with pegs and run a string between the
pegs to show you where the inside of the banks
will be.

25m

20m
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Be sure that all the pegs and strings 26x31 metre
rectangle 20x25 metre rectangle and the central
area are set up in the way shown in the drawings.
Now you are ready to begin digging out soil from
inside the central area to build the banks of your
pond.
Ask your neighbours to help you to dig your big
pond. Then you can help them in turn to dig their
ponds.

Shared work is lighter work. When we work
together with our neighbours, the work is easier
and better.
Begin digging at the 1-metre string marking the
central area at the upper end of your pond. Dig
about 20 centimetres deep. As you dig toward the
lower end, dig a little deeper. When you get to
the deepest part, at the 2-metre string marking
the central area, you should be digging about 30
centimetres deep.
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As you dig out the soil, put it between the 20 by
25 metre rectangle and the 26 by 31 metre
rectangle where the banks will be. Put it nearest
to where you are digging. This way, the banks
will be higher and wider as you move toward the
lower end.
put soil on banks

20cm

When you are digging, keep the slope of the
pond bottom as regular as you can. It should
slope gently down from the upper end to the
deepest part. The bottom of the pond should
have slopes like those in the drawings.
Begin again to dig soil out of the central area. Dig
20 more centimetres from the upper end and 30
more centimetres from the deepest part. Put the
soil on the banks and pack it down tightly as
before.

30cm

When you come to roots, take away as much of
them as you can.
Now begin again, for the third and last time, to
dig soil out of the central area. Dig 20 more
centimetres from the upper end and 30 more
centimetres from the deepest part. Put the soil on
the banks and pack it down tightly.
When you have finished digging out the central
area and you have put on the banks all the soil
that you have taken out, you will have a hole 18
by 22 metres with straight sides. Now it is time to
shape the banks.
Dig the soil away from the edges of the central
area to form the slope of the banks. Put this soil
on top of the banks and pack it down tightly.
dig soil away
to shape the banks

Whenever the loose soil you put on the banks
reaches half as high as your knees, pack it down
tightly. You can do this by beating the soil with a
heavy plank, a length of tree trunk or an earth
tamper.

The inside of the banks should slope less steeply
than the outside. The drawing shows you what
the banks should look like when they are finished.
inside banks slope less
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The top of the banks should be about 1.5 metres
wide and should be straight and flat all the way
around the pond.

When the ditch is finished, remove all loose soil
and other trash from the bottom of the pond.

1.50m

Put the 20 centimetres of topsoil you took away
when you began digging on the top and outer
sides of the banks. Plant grass on the banks.
Banks covered with grass last longer.
The bottom of your pond should be about 1.10
metres from the top of the banks at the shallow
upper end and about 1.40 metres from the top of
the banks at the deepest part.

Now you are ready to install your inlet, outlet and
overflow.
B4. Construct the inlet
You will need an inlet to let water into your pond
when you want to fill it.
You should place the inlet at the point nearest to
the water supply. Most often this will be at or
near the upper end of your pond.
upper end

1.10m

1.40m

Be sure that the bottom of the pond is fairly
smooth and regular.
Now dig a ditch in the bottom of the pond from
the centre to the lower end. The ditch should be
about 50 centimetres wide and about 20
centimetres deep. This ditch will help to drain out
all the water when you empty your pond.

centre ditch

inlet
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outlet

Your inlet can be made from a piece of heavy
bamboo or a pipe of plastic or metal. The inlet
pipe should be about 10 centimetres in diameter.

The inlet pipe should be long enough to reach
through the top of the bank from one side to the
other. You will need a pipe about 3 metres long to
reach through the bank at the upper end of your
pond.
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Now dig a gap in the bank where you want the
inlet to be. It should be a little above the waterlevel on the inside of your pond and a little below
the level of the water which flows from the
source on the outside of your pond.

top of
bank
level of water
from source

inlet

The outlet can be made from a piece of heavy
bamboo or a pipe of plastic or metal. The outlet
pipe should be about 10 centimetres in diameter.
The bank of your pond is much wider at the lower
end than at the upper end, so the outlet pipe will
have to be longer than the inlet pipe.

water-level
in pond

Put the inlet pipe in the gap in the bank and
rebuild the bank over it.
You can also make an inlet by cutting a shallow
trench through the bank to let the water into the
pond.
If you use a shallow trench to get water into your
pond, you can improve it and keep it from
washing away by using a trough of roofing metal
to line the bottom of the trench.

The outlet pipe should be long enough to reach
through the bottom of the bank from one side to
the other. You will need a pipe about 6.5 metres
long to reach through the bank at the lower end
of your pond.
If you cannot get a pipe that is long enough to go
through the bank, you can join shorter pieces of
pipe together using straight pieces of pipe like the
ones in the drawing.

join using
straight pieces

B5. Construct the outlet
You will need an outlet to let water out of your
pond when you want to empty it.
You should place the outlet at the bottom of the
bank at the lower end of your pond at the deepest
part.

If you are using bamboo, you can join short
pieces of bamboo together with pieces of smaller
bamboo in the centre, but the smaller pieces
should be at least 8 to 9 centimetres in diameter.
Wrap the bamboo joints with rope and close
them with tar to keep water from seeping out.

lower end
deepest part

rope and tar
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Now dig a gap in the bank where you want the
outlet to be. It should reach from the deepest part
on the inside of the pond through the bank to the
outside of the pond.
If the outlet pipe is below ground level on the
outside of the pond, you will have to dig a ditch
to take the water away from the outlet.

The top of the upright pipe should reach about 3
to 5 centimetres above the water-level of your
pond. If the water rises above this level, it will
overflow from the upright pipe.

water-level
in pond

top of
bank

water-level
in pond

3 to 5cm
above pond
water-level

outlet
ditch

Put the outlet pipe in the gap in the bank and
rebuild the bank over it.
If you use an outlet of about 10 centimetres in
diameter, it will take about half a day to empty
your pond.
It is easier to place the outlet where you want it
to be before you dig out the centre of the pond
and build the banks. When you build another
pond, you will understand this and you will be
able to do it when you are building the banks. But
now, when you are building your first pond, you
should place the outlet in the way you have just
learned in this booklet because it is easier to
understand.

Tie the upright pipe to a pole which has been
pounded into the ground so that it will not slip
down and let the water out of the pond before
you want it to.
When you want to let out the water, untie the
upright pipe and push it down. The water will
then flow out of the pond.

Constructing a better outlet
If you use a plastic or metal pipe for the outlet of
your pond, you can make it better by putting an
upright length of pipe on the end of the outlet
using an L or a T piece like the ones in the
drawing. Close the T piece with a plug as shown.

upright

outlet

outlet

plug

Put the L or T piece and the upright pipe on the
end of the outlet outside the pond, but protect it
so that it cannot be reached by animals or other
people.
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B6. Construct the overflow
If there is too much water in your pond, some of
the water may flow over the banks. This may
wash the banks away and some of your fish may
get out.
You can use an overflow to keep the water in
your pond from rising over the banks.
The better outlet previously discussed will act as
an overflow.
If you use a straight pipe outlet or a siphon to let
water out of your pond, you will need another
kind of overflow.
This kind of overflow can be made from a piece
of bamboo or a pipe of plastic or metal. The
overflow pipe should be about 6 centimetres in
diameter.
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The overflow pipe should be long enough to
reach through the top of the bank from the inside
of the pond to a place far enough on the outside
to keep overflow water from washing away the
bank. You will need a pipe about 4.5 metres long
to do this.
If you cannot get a pipe that is long enough, join
short pieces of pipe or bamboo together.
It is best to place your overflow in the bank at the
lower end of your pond right above the outlet so
that the water that overflows can run off in the
outlet ditch.

B7. Make the screen
Your inlet should have a screen to keep out wild
fish, dirt and trash when you fill the pond.
If you fill your pond with an inlet trench, it should
have a screen, too.

trench
screen

inlet
screen

lower end

If you are going to put the overflow over the
outlet, you can put it in the same gap that you
dug for the outlet. The water-line should be
about 50 centimetres below the top of the bank,
so put your overflow there as you rebuild the
bank.

Your outlet should have a screen to keep your
fish from getting away when you empty your
pond.
Your overflow should have a screen to keep your
fish from getting away when the pond is too full
and the water begins to overflow.

outlet
screen

screen
overflow

top of bank
water-line

overflow

outlet 50cm

You can easily make screens for your inlet, outlet
and overflow from fine-mesh plastic or metal or
from a tin with holes in the end.

If you are going to put the overflow in another
place, you will have to dig another gap in the
bank about 50 centimetres deep.
When the pond is full, the overflow will keep the
water about 60 centimetres deep at the shallow
upper end and about 90 centimetres deep at the
deepest part.

50cm
60cm

50cm
80cm
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Screens should be placed outside the pond on
the inlet pipe and inside the pond on the outlet
and overflow pipes.

place inlet screen
outside the pond

place outlet and overflow
screens inside the pond

This will keep the pipes from filling with trash
which could stop the flow of water.
Lash the screens tightly in place on the pipes,
using heavy cord or light wire.

lash with cord or wire

tin with holes

plastic or metal screen

lash with cord or wire

If you fill your pond by cutting a trench through
the bank, you can screen the opening using a fish
trap, split and woven bamboo, a clay pot with
holes in the bottom or a piece of metal roofing
with holes.
When you are filling or emptying your pond,
clean the screens often. If you do not do this, dirt
and leaves will cover them up and the water will
not flow.
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